Creating and Maintaining a holiday tree farm!

As you brainstorm with your partners, be ready to record the information along with me!
First of all........

- What is a tree farm?
- Place to grow a lot of trees.
- People can sell the trees during the holidays.
- Like a garden but with trees.
- Has specific types of trees.
Why are we going to plant trees to eventually sell?

- Make $ to give to LOCAL non-profit organization.
What are the benefits of a tree farm?

- Good for a healthy ecosystem
- Make the school look pretty
- To have fun learning
- Donate $
- More oxygen will be produced in our area.
- Homes for critters.
What do you think our goal is this year?

- What trees to plant
- Where?
- How many
- Research trees, pests that hurt them,
- What Trees need to survive
- Educate the community about Tree farms and their benefits.
What are some possible problems of creating and maintaining a tree farm?

- Animal or pest problem
- Invasive Species
- Not enough sun
- Not enough water
- Other plants’ invasion
- Over planting
- Preparing future farmers to take over!
How are we going to share our Projects, and all of its benefits, to the community?

- Possible website
- Put it in paper
- Send home a notice to students
- Jumbotron
- Make posters, flyers, brochures for around town
- LATV/video/youtube
- Tell the mayor
- Radio,
- Present to all grade levels, family, friends, community, school committee, PTO
Let’s visit the space!

- Does it have sunlight?
- How many trees do you think can fit in the space if they grow to about 7 feet high and a few (3 feet) wide?